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Abstract

Let the input to a computation problem be split between two processors connected by a commu�

nication link� and let an interactive protocol � be known by which� on any input� the processors can

solve the problem using no more than T transmissions of bits between them� provided the channel is

noiseless in each direction� We study the following question� if in fact the channel is noisy� what is the

e�ect upon the number of transmissions needed in order to solve the computation problem reliably�

Technologically this concern is motivated by the increasing importance of communication as a re�

source in computing� and by the tradeo� in communications equipment between bandwidth� reliability

and expense�

We treat a model with random channel noise� We describe a deterministic method for simulating

noiseless�channel protocols on noisy channels� with only a constant slow�down� This is an analog for

general interactive protocols of Shannon�s coding theorem� which deals only with data transmission� i�e�

one�way protocols�

We cannot use Shannon�s block coding method because the bits exchanged in the protocol are

determined only one at a time� dynamically� in the course of the interaction� Instead we describe a

simulation protocol using a new kind of code� explicit tree codes�
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� Introduction

Let the input to a computation problem be split between two processors connected by a communication
link� and let an interactive protocol � be known by which� on any input� the processors can solve the
problem using no more than T transmissions of bits between them� provided the channel is noiseless in
each direction� We study the following question� if in fact the channel is noisy� what is the e�ect upon the
number of transmissions needed in order to solve the computation problem reliably�

We focus on a model in which the channel su�ers random noise� In this case an upper bound on the
number of transmissions necessary is provided by the simple protocol which repeats each transmission of
the noiseless�channel protocol many times �and decodes each transmission by a vote	� For this simulation
to succeed� each transmission must be repeated enough times so that no simulated transmission goes
wrong� hence the length of the simulation increases as a superlinear function of T � even if only a constant
probability of error is desired� Said another way� the 
rate� of the simulation �number of protocol steps
simulated per transmission	 goes to zero as T increases�

Shannon considered this matter in ��� in his seminal study of communication ����� Shannon studied
the case of 
one�way� communication problems� i�e� data transmission� His fundamental observation was
that coding schemes which did not treat each bit separately� but jointly encoded large blocks of data into
long codewords� could achieve very small error probability �exponentially small in T 	� while slowing down
by only a constant factor relative to the T transmissions required by the noiseless�channel protocol �which
can simply send the bits one by one	� The constant �ratio of noiseless to noisy communication time	 is
a property of the channel� and is known as the Shannon capacity of the channel� The improvement in
communication rate provided by Shannon�s insight is dramatic� the naive protocol can only achieve the
same error probability by repeating each bit a number of times proportional to the length of the entire
original protocol �for a total of ��T �	 communications�	�

A precise statement is captured in Shannon�s coding theorem�

Theorem � �Shannon� Let a binary symmetric channel of capacity C be given� For every T and every
� � � there exists a code � � f�� �gT � f�� �gT

�

C
����� and a decoding map �� � f�� �gT

�

C
����� � f�� �gT such

that every codeword transmitted across the channel is decoded correctly with probability �� e���T ��

The original proof of such a theorem appears in ���� �formulated already for the more general class of
Markov channels	� The rami�cations of this insight for data transmission have been explored in coding
theory and information theory�

Recently� in computer science� communication has come to be critical to distributed computing� parallel
computing� and the performance of VLSI chips� In these contexts interaction is an essential part of the
communication process� If the environment is noisy� it is necessary to be able to sustain interactive
communication in the presence of that noise� Noise a�icts interactive communications just as it does the
one�way communications considered by Shannon� and for much the same reasons� physical devices are
by nature noisy� and there is often a signi�cant cost associated with making them so reliable that the
noise can be ignored �such as by providing very strong transmitters� or using circuits cooled to very low
temperatures	� In order to mitigate such costs we must design our systems to operate reliably even in the
presence of some noise� The ability to transmit data in the presence of noise� the subject of Shannon�s and
subsequent work� is a necessary but far from su�cient condition for sustained interaction and computation�

For this reason we will be concerned with the problem of achieving simultaneously high communication
rate and high reliability� in arbitrary interactive protocols�

�The following notation will be used in this paper
 If g � N� N is a nondecreasing function� then �g� denotes the set of
functions f � N� N such that lim inf f�i��g�i� � �� O�g� denotes the set of functions f � N� N such that lim sup f�i��g�i� �
�� and ��g� � O�g� ��g�� the set of functions which� asymptotically� grow proportionately to g
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Observe that in the case of an interactive protocol� the processors generally do not know what they
want to transmit more than one bit ahead� and therefore cannot use a block code as in the one�way case�
Another di�culty that arises in our situation� but not in data transmission� is that once an error has
occurred� subsequent exchanges on the channel are a�ected� Such exchanges cannot be counted on to be of
any use either to the simulation of the original protocol� or to the detection of the error condition� Yet the
processors must be able to recover� and resume synchronized execution of the intended protocol� following
any sequence of errors� although these may cause them to have very di�erent views of the history of their
interaction�

We describe in this paper how� in spite of these new di�culties� it is possible to simulate noiseless�
channel protocols on noisy channels with exponentially small error and with an increase by only a constant
factor in the number of transmissions� First we state a version of our result for stochastic noise� In
this theorem� as elsewhere in the paper except section �� we assume that in both the noisy and noiseless
scenarios� the processors are connected by a pair of unidirectional channels which� in every unit of time�
transmit one bit in each direction� The run time of a protocol is the number of bit exchanges required for
it to terminate on any input�

Theorem � In each direction between a pair of processors let a binary symmetric channel of capacity C
be given� There is a deterministic communication protocol which� given any noiseless channel protocol �
running in time T � simulates � on the noisy channel in time ��T�C	 and with error probability e���T ��

Note that if � is deterministic� so is the simulation� if � takes advantage of some randomness then
exactly the same randomness resources are used by the simulation� and the probability of error will be
bounded by the sum of the probability of error of � and the probability of error of the simulation�

In all but a constant factor in the rate� this is an exact analog� for the general case of interactive
communication problems� of the Shannon coding theorem� We focus in this paper on binary channels as
the canonical case� but we do not restrict ourselves to memoryless channels or even to stochastic noise� as
will be seen below�

We will also show that if the 
tree codes� introduced in this paper can be e�ciently constructed� then
the encoding and decoding procedures of the protocol can also be implemented e�ciently�

Theorem � Given an oracle for a tree code� the expected computation time of each of the processors
implementing our protocol� when the communication channels are binary symmetric� is polynomial in T �

Tree codes will be described below� Following standard usage in complexity theory� an 
oracle� is any
procedure which� on request� produces a local description of the tree code� one unit of time is charged for
this service� Thus any polynomial time algorithm for this task will result in polynomial time encoding and
decoding procedures�

It is worth noting that if all one wants is to transmit one bit �or a �xed number of bits	 but a very small
probability of error is desired� then there is only one thing to be done� the redundancy of the transmission
must be increased� in order to drive down the error probability� �By redundancy we mean the number
of transmissions per bit of the message�	 Shannon�s theorem says that this is not necessary if one may
assume that the message to be transmitted is long� In that case a code can be selected in such a manner
that when any codeword �an image of a T �bit input block via �� as above	 is transmitted over the channel�
the probability that it is changed by the channel noise to a string which is mistaken by the receiver for
another codeword� is exponentially small in T � Since the exponential error is gained from the block size�
T � which may be chosen as large as desired� it is not necessary to invest extra redundancy for this purpose�
It is enough just to bring the redundancy above the threshold value ��C�

For a noiseless environment� the interactive model for communication problems� in which the input
to a problem is split between two processors linked by a noiseless channel� was introduced by A� Yao in
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���� ���� to measure the cost incurred in departing from the single�processor model of computation� It
has been intensively investigated �e�g� ���� ��� ��� ���� and see ���� for a survey	� The present work can be
viewed as guaranteeing that every upper bound in that model� yields an upper bound in the noisy model�

A weaker interactive analog of Shannon�s coding theorem� which made use of randomization in the
simulation process� was given by the author in ���� and ����� The present result was presented in preliminary
form in �����

The binary symmetric channel �BSC	 is a simple noise model which nevertheless captures the chief
di�culties of the problem considered in this paper� therefore we have focussed on it� However with little
additional e�ort our result can be extended to far more general channels�

Theorem � �Adversarial Channel� There is a deterministic communication protocol which� given any
noiseless channel protocol � running in time T � runs in time N � ��T 	� and successfully simulates �
provided the number of incorrectly transmitted bits is at most N����

�Note that due to the limit on the tolerable noise level this result does not dominate theorem ��	
We also consider in this paper what happens in a noise model that is much milder than the BSC� binary

erasure channels with free feedback� In this case a particularly clean result can be obtained� which will be
described in section ��

The model

In the standard �noiseless	 communication complexity model� the argument �input	 z � �zA� zB	 of a
function f�z	 is split between two processors A and B� with A receiving zA and B receiving zB � the
processors compute f�z	 �solve the communication problem f	 by exchanging bits over a noiseless link
between them� Each processor has unbounded time and space resources� Randomness may be allowed
as a resource� and is typically considered at one of three levels� none �deterministic protocols	� private
coins �each processor has its own unbounded source of random coins� but cannot see the other processor�s
coins	� and public coins �the processors can see a common unbounded source of random coins	� The
procedure which determines the processors� actions� based on their local input and past receptions� is
called a communication protocol� We will be concerned in this paper with a deterministic simulation
of one protocol by another� In case the original protocol was deterministic� so is the simulation� If a
randomized protocol is to be simulated� the same method applies� simply choose the random string in
advance� and then treat the protocol being simulated as if it were deterministic�

In this paper the noiseless link is replaced �in each direction	 by a noisy one� We will mostly focus on
the following noise model� The binary symmetric channel is a synchronous communication link which� in
every unit of time� accepts at one end either a � or �� and in response produces either a � or a � at the
other end� With some �xed probability � the output di�ers from the input� while with probability � � �

they are the same� This random event for a particular transmission is statistically independent of the bits
sent and received in all other channel transmissions� �Thus the channel is 
memoryless��	 Weaker and
stronger assumptions regarding the channel noise will be considered in sections ��� and ��

The average mutual information between two ensembles fP �x	gx�X and fP �y	gy�Y � which have a
joint distribution fP �xy	gx�X�y�Y � is de�ned as

P
xy P �xy	 log

P �xy�
P �x�P �y�

� This is a measure of how much

information is provided about one ensemble by the speci�cation of a point �chosen at random from the
joint distribution	 of the other ensemble�

The capacity of a channel was de�ned by Shannon as the maximum� ranging over probability distribu�
tions on the inputs� of the average mutual information between the input and output distributions� In the
case of the binary symmetric channel the capacity �in base �	 is C � � lg���	� ��� �	 lg����� �		� Observe
that � � C � �� and that a noiseless channel has capacity C � ��





� Coding Theorem

A key tool in our protocol is the tree code� Random tree codes � essentially� distributions over labelled
trees � were introduced by Wozencraft and used by him and others for the purpose of sequential decoding
���� �� ��� see ���� x���	� However� random tree codes are not su�cient for our purpose� We introduce
below the stronger notion of tree code which we use in our work�

��� Tree codes

Let S be a �nite alphabet� If s � �s����sm	 and r � �r����rm	 are words of the same length over S� say that
the distance ��s� r	 between s and r is the number of positions i in which si �� ri �Hamming distance	�
A d�ary tree of depth n is a rooted tree in which every internal node has d children� and every leaf is at
depth n �the root is at depth �	�

De�nition A d�ary tree code over alphabet S� of distance parameter 	 and depth n� is a d�ary tree of
depth n in which every arc of the tree is labeled with a character from the alphabet S subject to the
following condition� Let v� and v� be any two nodes at some common depth h in the tree� Let h� 

be the depth of their least common ancestor� Let W �v�	 and W �v�	 be the concatenation of the letters
on the arcs leading from the root to v� and v� respectively� Then ��W �v�	�W �v�		 � 	
�

In the codes we will use in this paper we �x the distance parameter 	 to ����
The key point regarding tree codes is that the alphabet size required to guarantee their existence does

not depend on n� In fact we will show that for any �xed d there exists an in�nite tree code with a constant
size alphabet �i�e� a complete� in�nite d�ary tree in which the labels satisfy the distance condition	�

We begin with the case of d � � and �nite n� then treat arbitrary d and an in�nite tree�

Lemma � For any �xed degree d� there exists a �nite alphabet which su�ces to label the arcs of a d�ary
tree code� Speci�cally�

�A� An alphabet S of size jSj � �� su�ces to label the arcs of a binary tree code of distance parameter
��� and any depth n�

Let ��		 � �
��������

�
��
� Note that ��		 � ��

�B� An alphabet S of size jSj � �b����		d	
�

��� c � � su�ces to label the arcs of an in�nite d�ary tree code
of distance parameter 	�

Proof�

�A	 By induction on n� A base case n � � for the induction is trivial� Now take a tree code of depth n���
and put two copies of it side�by�side in a tree of depth n� each rooted at a child of the root� Choose
a random string � � �������n	� where the variables f�hg are i�i�d� random variables� each chosen
uniformly from among the set of permutations of the letters of the alphabet� Modify the right�hand
subtree by replacing each letter x at depth h in the subtree� by the letter �h�x	� �Also place the letters
� and ����	 on the arcs incident to the root�	 This operation does not a�ect the tree�code conditions
within each subtree� Now consider any pair of nodes v�� v� at depth h� with v� in the left subtree
and v� in the right subtree� The probability that they violate the tree�code condition is bounded
by exp��hD��� 	jj��jSj		� where D is the Kullback�Leibler divergence� D�xjjy	 � x log x�y � ���
x	 log���x	����y	� The number of such pairs at depth h is h��� Thus the probability of a violation
of the tree code condition at any depth is bounded by

P�
h�� exp��h� �	� log �� h�D��� 	jj��jSj			�

For the case 	 � ��� and jSj � �� this is is strictly less than � �approximately ������	� Hence some
string � produces a tree code of depth n�
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�B	 What follows is the best currently known existence argument for tree codes�� Let jSj be the smallest
prime greater or equal to ����		d	

�

��� � By Bertrand�s postulate ���� there is a prime strictly between
n and �n for any integer n � �� Hence jSj  �b����		d	

�

��� c�

Identify S with the set f�� �� ���� jSj � �g� Associate with every arc of the tree its address� which for
an arc at depth h� is the string in f�� ���� d� �gh describing the path from the root to that arc� �Thus
the arcs below the root are labelled f�� ���� d� �g� the arcs below the ��child of the root are labelled
f��� ���� ��d� �	g� and so forth�	

Let a � a�a�a���� be an in�nite string with each ai chosen uniformly� independently� in f�� ���� jSj��g�
Label the tree code by convolving the arc addresses with the random string� as follows� if the address
of an arc �at depth h	 is � � ��������h� then the arc is labelled

Ph
i�� �iah���i�

Let i� j � f�� ���� d� �g� i �� j� and let x� y� z be strings over f�� ���� d� �g� with jyj � jzj � r� Observe
that

label�xiy	� label�xjz	 � �i� j	ar�� �
rX

i��

�yi � zi	ar���i�

Therefore the event that xiy and xjz fail the distance condition depends only on the sequence
�i � j	� �y� � z�	� ���� �yr � zr	� The probability that a causes a failure of the distance condition on
this sequence is bounded by exp��hD��� � 		jj���jSj			 �where h � r � �	� summing over all such
sequences� we bound the probability that a fails to provide a tree code by

P
h�� d

h exp��hD��� �
		jj���jSj			� This in turn is strictly less than

P
h�� exp�h�log d � �� � 		 log jSj � �� � 		 log�� �

		 � 	 log			 which� with the stated choice of jSj� is bounded by �� Therefore there is a positive
probability that the string a de�nes an in�nite tree code� �

What is needed for e�cient implementation of our protocol� is a tree code in which the label on any
edge can be computed in time polynomial in the depth of the tree� or �for an in�nite tree	 in the depth of
the edge�

An 
oracle�� as referred to in theorem �� is an abstract machine which provides� on request� labels of
edges in the tree code� we are charged one unit of computation time per request� Therefore theorem �
guarantees that� should we be able to come up with a polynomial computation�time implementation of a
tree code� this would result in a polynomial computation�time coding theorem for noisy channels�

��� Preliminaries

����� The role of channel capacity

A standard calculation shows�

Lemma � �standard� Let a binary symmetric channel M of capacity C� and an alphabet S� be given�
Then there is a transmission code for the alphabet� i�e� a pair consisting of an encoding function � � S �
f�� �gn and a decoding function �� � f�� �gn � S� such that n � O� �

C
log jSj	� while the probability of error

in any transmission over the channel �i�e� the probability that ���M���s			 �� s� is no more than ����	��
��
�

In the protocol we make use of a ���ary tree code with distance parameter ���� The protocol as we
describe it will involve the processors transmitting� in each round� a letter inscribed on some arc of the

�The present form of this argument is due to discussions with Yuval Rabani �for the convolution� and Oded Goldreich �for
the ���� � �� exponent�
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tree� this will be implemented by the transmission of the codeword for that letter� in a transmission code
as described above� �Thus� due to lemma �� we will be applying lemma � with a constant size alphabet�	
This presentation slightly simpli�es our later description of the protocol� and also makes clear how the
channel capacity enters the slow�down factor of theorem ��

The role of the channel capacity in our result should not be overemphasized� In contrast to the
situation for one�way communication� where the capacity provides a tight characterization of the rate at
which communication can be maintained� in the interactive case we will be able to characterize this rate
only to within a constant factor of capacity� Moreover the positive results of this paper use only crude
properties of the capacity� its quadratic basin �as a function of the channel error probability	 in the very
noisy regime� and its boundedness elsewhere� The interesting problem remains� whether there are protocols
whose simulation in the presence of noise must slow down by a factor worse than the capacity�

����� Noiseless Protocol �

Let � be the noiseless�channel protocol of length T to be simulated� We assume the 
hardest� case� in
which every transmission of � is only one bit long� and for simplicity we suppose that in every round both
processors send a bit �this a�ects the number of transmissions by no more than a factor of �	�

The history of � on any particular input is described by a path from the root to a leaf� in a �ary
tree �which we denote T � see �gure �	 in which each arc is labelled by one of the pairs ��� ��� �� or ��
� referring to the pair of messages that can be exchanged by the processors in that round� �Thus� e�g��
�� refers to the transmission of a � by processor A and a � by processor B�	 If x � xAxB is the problem
input �xA at processor A and xB at processor B	 then let �A�xA� �	 denote the �rst bit sent by processor
A� let �B�xB� �	 denote the �rst bit sent by processor B� and let ��x� �	 � f��� ��� ��� ��g denote the pair
of these �rst�round bits� In the second round of � both processors are aware of the bits exchanged in the
�rst round� and so we denote their transmissions by �A�xA� ��x� �		 and �B�xB� ��x� �		 respectively� and
the pair of bits by ��x� ��x� �		� In general if messages m�� ���� mt �each mi � f��� ��� ��� ��g	 have been
exchanged in the �rst t rounds� then we denote their transmissions in round t� � by �A�xA� m����mt	 and
�B�xB � m����mt	� and the pair of bits by ��x�m����mt	� The vertex of T labelled by a sequence of exchanges
m����mt is denoted T �m� � ��� �mt�� For example the root is T � ��

00 10 1101

00 01 10 11

Figure �� Noiseless protocol tree T �

On input x the protocol � speci�es a path from the root to a leaf in T � namely the succession T � ��
T ���x� �	�� T ���x� �	 ���x� ��x� �		�� etc�� at the end of which the outcome of the protocol is determined�
We call this path �x� On a noiseless channel the processors simply extend �x by one arc in every round� In
the noisy channel simulation the processors must develop �x without expending too much time pursuing
other branches of T �
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��� Simulation Protocol

The simulation protocol attempts� on input x � xAxB� to recreate the development by � of the path �x
in T � We equip each processor with a pebble which it moves about on T � in accordance with its 
best
guess� to date regarding �x� In every round� each processor sends the bit it would transmit in � upon
reaching the current pebble position in T �among other information	� When the pebbles coincide� this
exchange is a useful simulation of a step in � �unless the exchange fails	� However� due to channel errors�
the processors� pebbles will sometimes diverge� The simulation embeds � within a larger protocol which
provides a 
restoring force� that tends to drive the pebbles together when they separate� The guarantee
that �with high probability	 the pebbles coincide through most of the simulation is what ensures the
progress of the simulation�

We begin by describing the mechanics of the protocol� how the pebbles can be moved about� what
information the processors send each other as they move the pebbles� and how they use a tree code to do
so� Then we explain how the processors choose their pebble moves based upon their local input and their
history of the interaction�

One way to think about our protocol is that it tries to make the sequence of transmissions produced by
each processor� mimic the sequence that might be produced by a source transmitting a large block of data
�and thus subject to e�cient coding	� in spite of the fact that the protocol is interactive and processors do
not know the future 
data� they will be transmitting�

����� The state tree� mechanics of the protocol

In any round of the protocol� a processor can move its pebble only to a neighbor of the current position
in T � or leave it put� Thus any move is described by one of the six possibilities ��� ��� ��� ���H �
hold�	
and B �
back�� i�e� toward the root�	 Following such a move� as mentioned above� the simulation involves
transmitting either a � or a � according to the value transmitted in � at that point� �E�g�� upon reaching
v � T � A needs to inform B of �A�xA� v	�	

The entire history of any one processor up through time t can therefore be described as a sequence of
t 
tracks�� each an integer between � and ��� indicating the pebble move made by the processor in some
round� and the value �A�xA� v	 �or correspondingly �B�xB � v		 at the vertex v reached by the pebble after
that move� In particular� the position of the processor�s pebble can be inferred from this sequence of tracks�
Let us say that the sequence of tracks taken by a processor is its 
state�� thus the universe of possible
states for a processor is described by a ���ary tree which we call Y �see �gure �	� and in each round� each
processor moves to a child of its previous state in this 
state tree�� �It will su�ce to take Y of depth �T �	
For a state s � Y let pebble�s	 � T denote the pebble position of a processor which has reached state s�

00x0 00x1 01x0 Hx0 Hx1 Bx0 Bx101x1 11x0 11x110x0

w(Bx1)w(00x0)

10x1

Figure �� State tree Y and associated tree code
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The processors� strategy will be founded on a 
total information� approach� they will try to keep each
other informed of their exact state� and thus of their entire history� Naturally� they cannot do this simply
by encoding each track with a transmission code and sending it across the channel� in order to achieve the
desired constant slow�down� such a code could have only constant length� hence channel errors would cause
occasional errors in these track transmissions in the course of the simulation� �These would in fact occur
at a constant frequency�	 In the absence of any further indication of the correctness or incorrectness of the
decoding of any track transmission� each processor would be entirely incapable of recovering the other�s
sequence of tracks�

Instead it is necessary to transmit the tracks using constant length encodings which� in spite of their
brevity� incorporate global information about the track sequence� and thus enable recovery from errors
in individual track transmissions� We accomplish this with the help of tree codes� Following lemma �
identify with Y a ���ary tree code of depth �T over suitable alphabet S� If ������t is a sequence of t tracks
�indicating a processor�s actions in the �rst t rounds	 then Y ��� � ��� ��t� denotes the vertex of Y reached from
the root by the sequence of arcs ������t� Denote by w�������t	 � S the letter on arc Y ��� � ��� ��t���Y ��� � ��� ��t�
of the tree code� and by W �������t	 � St the concatenation w���	w�����	���w�������t	�

The prescription for transmitting messages in the protocol is now this� suppose processor A in round
t decides on a pebble move 	 � f��� ��� ��� ���H�Bg� and reaches vertex v of T with that move� thus its
track is �t � 	� �A�xA� v	� corresponding to an integer between � and ��� Further suppose its past tracks
were ��� ���� �t��� Then it transmits in round t the letter w�������t	�

If ������t is a sequence of tracks �a state	� and Z � Z����Zt � St is a sequence of letters� then let
P �ZjW �������t		 denote the probability thatZ is received over the channel given that the sequenceW �������t	
was transmitted� More generally for r � � let P �Zr���ZtjW �������t		 denote the probability that Zr���Zt
are the last t � r � � characters received in a transmission of W �������t	� Observe that these probabilities
are the product of terms each equal to the probability that a particular letter is received� given that some
other was transmitted� each term depends only on the channel characteristics and the transmission code
�given by �� ��	� Due to the memorylessness of the channel and lemma � we have�

Lemma � P �ZjW �������t		 is bounded above by �����	��
�	��W ��� ����t��Z�� More generally
P �Zr ���ZtjW �������t		 � �����	��
�	��w�������r����w�������t��Zr���Zt�� �

����� Pebble Moves

We now specify how the processors choose their pebble moves� Our description is from the perspective of
processor A� everything for B is symmetric� Let Z � St�� be the sequence of letters received by A up to
and including round t� �� A then determines which state ������t�� of processor B at depth t� �� minimizes
the distance ��W �������t��	� Z	� and chooses that state g as its best guess for B�s current state� Observe
that a correct guess implies correct determination of B�s pebble position�

�We have used here a minimum�distance condition� max�likelihood would work� as well�	
Suppose A�s pebble is at vertex v � T � and that following the most recent exchange it has guessed

that B�s state is g � Y � Recall that A has just sent the bit �A�xA� v	 to B� and let b be the corresponding
bit which A has decoded as B�s proposed message in �� Processor A now compares the positions of v and
pebble�g	 in T � and� acting on the presumption that its guess g is correct� chooses its next pebble move
as follows�

If v and pebble�g	 are di�erent then A tries to close the gap by making the pebbles meet at their least
common ancestor in T � There are two cases� If v is not an ancestor of pebble�g	 then A moves its pebble
toward the root in T �
back�	� If v is an ancestor of pebble�g	 then A cannot close the gap itself� and
instead keeps its pebble put in the expectation that B will bring its pebble back to v�
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If on the other hand v � pebble�g	 then A interprets b as the bit B would transmit at v in protocol
�� Therefore it moves its pebble down in T on the arc labelled by the pair of bits given by b� and its own
choice �A�xA� v	�

The focus upon the least common ancestor of the pebbles is explained by the following�

Lemma � The least common ancestor of the two pebbles lies on �x�

Proof� A vertex z of T is on �x if and only if for every strict ancestor z� of z� the arc leading from z�

toward z is that speci�ed by both processors� actions in � at z�� namely the arc labeled by the pair of bits
�A�xA� z

�	 and �B�xB � z
�	� The pebble moves speci�ed above ensure that the arcs leading toward a pebble

are always correctly labelled in the bit corresponding to that processor�s actions in �� �

We collect the above in a concise description of the protocol� from the perspective of processor A�

����� Summary� Simulation Protocol

Repeat the following N � �T times �where T is the length of protocol �	� Begin with own state sA at
Y �H � �A�xA� �	�� and own pebble at the root of T �

�� Transmit w�sA	 to processor B�

�� Given the sequence of messages Z received to date from processor B� guess the current state g of
B as that minimizing ��W �g	� Z	� Compute from g both pebble�g	� and the bit b �representing a
message of B in �	�

�� Depending on the relation of v to pebble�g	� do one of the following�

�a	 If v is a strict ancestor of pebble�g	� own pebble move is H� Own next track is � � H��A�xA� v	�
Reset sA to sA� �

�b	 If the least common ancestor of v and pebble�g	 in the state tree is a strict ancestor of v� then
own pebble move is B� Own next track is � � B � �A�xA� v �B	� Reset sA to sA� � �Here v �B
denotes the parent of v in T � i�e� the vertex reached after a 
back� move�	

�c	 If v � pebble�g	 then move own pebble according to the pair of bits ��A�xA� v	� b	� Own next
track is � � ��A�xA� v	� b	� �A�xA� v � ��A�xA� v	� b		� Reset sA to sA� � �Here v � ��A�xA� v	� b	
denotes the child of v in T reached by the move ��A�xA� v	� b	�	

A technical point� for the purpose of the simulation we modify � so that� once the computation is
completed� each processor continues sending ��s until time �T � Thus we consider T as having depth �T �
with the protocol tree for the unmodi�ed � embedded within the �rst T levels� This ensures that the above
process is meaningful for any state of processor A� In view of lemma � the simulation is successful if both
pebbles terminate at descendents of the same 
embedded leaf��

� Analysis

We prove the following bound on the performance of the protocol� for binary symmetric channels� Theo�
rem � follows in consideration of the comments in section ����� on the coding of individual rounds�

Proposition � The simulation protocol� when run for �T rounds on any noiseless�channel protocol � of
length T � will correctly simulate � except for an error probability no greater than ���T �
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Proof� Let vA and vB denote the positions of the two pebbles in T after some round of the simulation�
The least common ancestor of vA and vB is written  v�

De�nition The current mark of the protocol is de�ned as the depth of  v� minus the distance from  v to
the further of vA and vB�

Observe that � is successfully simulated if the mark at termination is at least T �

De�nition Say that a round is good if both processors guess the other�s state correctly� Otherwise say
that the round is bad�

These de�nitions are related through the following�

Lemma 	

	� The pebble moves in a good round increase the mark by 	�


� The pebble moves in a bad round decrease the mark by at most ��

Proof�

�� After a good round the processors are using the correct information regarding both the other pro�
cessor�s pebble position� and the bit the other processor transmits in � at that position�

If the pebbles were not located at the same vertex� then either pebble not equal to  v moves one arc
closer to it� If the pebbles were located at the same vertex then each progresses to the same child of
that vertex�

�� Each pebble �and hence also  v	 moves by at most one arc� �

Recall that the simulation is run for N � �T rounds�

Corollary � The simulation is successful provided the fraction of good rounds is at least ��� �

The task of bounding the number of bad rounds is complicated by the fact that this quality is not
independent across rounds�

For any round t let 
�t	 be the greater� among the two processors� of the magnitude of their error
regarding the other�s state� this magnitude is measured as the di�erence between t� and the level of the
least common ancestor of the true state and the guessed state� Thus a round is good precisely if 
�t	 � ��
Due to the tree code condition� any wrong guess of magnitude 
 is at Hamming distance at least 
�� from
the correct guess� in order to be preferred to the correct guess� at least 
� character decoding errors are
required within the last 
 rounds� There are at most �� ways in which these errors can be distributed�
Applying lemma � � and noting that this application relies only on the transmissions and receptions
during the 
 rounds in question� and that the channel is memoryless � we have�

Corollary � Conditioned on any pair of states the processors may be in at time t� 
� the probability of a
processor making a particular wrong guess of magnitude 
 at time t is at most �������	��
�	��
 � ���������	��
�

Now de�ne the error interval corresponding to a bad round at time t as the sequence of 
�t	 rounds
t � 
�t	 � �� ���� t� Every bad round is contained inside an error interval� hence the size of the union of the
error intervals is a bound on the number of bad rounds� The remainder of the proof rests on the following
pair of observations�
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Lemma 
 If a set of erroneous guesses de�ne a disjoint set of error intervals� of lengths 
�� ���� 
k� then
the probability that these erroneous guesses occur is at most ���������	�i�

Proof� The argument is by induction on the number of error intervals� Let the last error interval be due
to a wrong guess at round t� of magnitude 
k� Let Z be the received sequence through round t� Let s be the
true state of the other processor at time t� and let r be the erroneous guess� Then the transmitted strings
W �s	 and W �r	 di�er only in the last 
k rounds� Corollary � implies that the bound on the probability
of occurrence of the erroneous guesses is multiplied by a factor of ����������	�k �the factor of � allows for
either processor to be in error	� �

Lemma � In any �nite set of intervals on the real line whose union J is of total length s there is a subset
of disjoint intervals whose union is of total length at least s���

Proof� We show that J can be written as the union of two sequences of disjoint intervals�
The question reduces to the case in which the intervals of the family are closed and their union J is

an interval� In the �rst step put into the �rst sequence that interval which reaches the left endpoint of
J � and which extends furthest to the right� In each successive step select the interval which intersects the
union of those selected so far� and which extends furthest to the right� adjoin the new interval to one of
the sequences in alternation� �

Lemma � and the su�ciency condition of corollary � reduce our problem to the task of bounding the
probability of occurrence of some set of erroneous guesses which de�ne disjoint error intervals spanning at
least N��� rounds� First consider all ways in which these erroneous guesses can arise� There are at most
��N ways in which the disjoint error intervals can be distributed in the N rounds available� For each error
of magnitude 
� the erroneous guess can be at one of ��� � � states� hence for a given set of disjoint error
intervals there are� in all� at most ��N ways in which the guesses can arise�

If a set of erroneous guesses de�nes a set of disjoint error intevals of lengths 
�� ���
k then by corollary �
and lemma � the probability of all these guesses occurring is at most �����

P
�i � In particular if these error

intervals span at least N��� rounds then the probability of this event is at most ���N � Ranging over all
such events we �nd that the probability of the protocol failing to simulate � is at most ��N��N���N �
��N � ���T � �

��� Adversarial Channel

Proof of Theorem �� For the transmission code used to exchange individual tracks between the
processors �thus individual letters of S� the tree code alphabet	� we use a code with a minimum�distance
property� so that any two codewords di�er in at least ��� of their length� �Thus the protocol here di�ers
slightly from that for the BSC� where we use a code that achieves small error probability� not necessarily
a minimum�distance code�	

In order that one of the processors make a wrong guess of magnitude 
� at least 
� of the transmitted
characters must have been received incorrectly� since we are using a minimum�distance condition and the
number of di�ering characters between the correct and incorrect branches is at least 
��� Since for the
character transmissions we are using the above minimum�distance code� it follows that the fraction of
incorrectly transmitted bits during this period of length 
� must be at least ����

To avoid double�counting these errors we again resort to lemma �� and wish to bound the total length
of disjoint error intervals by N���� For this it therefore su�ces that the fraction of bit errors during the
protocol be bounded by ����� �
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� Computational Overhead of the Protocol

Proof of Theorem �� The computationally critical aspect of the simulation protocol is the determi�
nation� in each round� of the branch of the tree which minimizes the distance to the received sequence of
messages �step � of the protocol	� A priori this requires time exponential in the number of elapsed rounds�
but we will show that it can be done in time exponential in the amount of 
current error�� Furthermore
the frequency with which changes of various distances are made falls o� exponentially in the distance� and
by ensuring that this exponential dominates the previous one� we achieve constant expected computation
time per round�

The idea of such a probabilistically constrained search was introduced in the work of Wozencraft�
Rei�en� Fano and others ��� �� �� on sequential decoding�

We allot constant time to elementary operations such as pointer following and integer arithmetic� in
more conservative models the time alloted would depend on the size of the database and the size of the
integers� but in any standard model our time analysis would be a�ected by a factor of no more than logT �

Some attention to data structures is necessary in the analysis�
As is common in the algorithms literature� we use the term su�x to indicate any terminal interval

gj���gi of a sequence g����gi �� � j � i	�
The procedure for determining the new guess is as follows� If the newly received character matches

that on one of the arcs exiting the current guessed state� then extend the guess along that arc� otherwise
extend it arbitrarily along one of the �� arcs� Now �in either case	 determine the longest su�x of this
interim guess� such that the fraction of tree code characters in the su�x which di�er from those received
over the channel� is at least ���

Observe that if this fraction is less than �� in all su�xes then� since every pair of branches di�er
in half their characters� it is certain that the current guess is the desired �i�e� minimum distance	 one�
Moreover� for the same reason� if for all su�xes beyond some length 
� the fractions are less than ��� then
we need not examine branches that diverged from our current guess more than 
 rounds ago� Therefore�
if there exist su�xes which violate the �� condition� we �nd the longest such su�x� say of length 
� and
determine our new guess as that state which minimizes the distance to the received sequence� among all
states which agree with the interim guess in all but the last 
 rounds� This computation is performed by
exhaustively considering all such states�

We now describe how to implement the above computations e�ciently� Let the current guess be
g � g����gt and let the received sequence be Z � Z����Zt� Let �i � � �i � �� and for i � �� let �i � � if
w�g����gi	 �� Zi� otherwise �i � �� Now de�ne ��i	 �

Pi
j�� ��j � � for i � �� and by extension� ��i	 � �i

for i � ��
We maintain the following data� for every integer r for which there exists an integer j � � s�t� ��j	 � r�

we maintain the pair �r� Jr	� Here Jr is a doubly linked list consisting of all integers j for which ��j	 � r�
arranged in order of increasing size� We also maintain external pointers to the smallest and largest elements
of Jr � Note that if r  �� Jr contains the list �j�� ���� jk	� while if r � �� Jr contains the list ��r� j�� ���� jk	�
Let m�r	 be the least integer in Jr �

Observe that at time t� the su�xes of g in which the relative distance is at least ��� are precisely those
which begin at a time t� for which ��t�	 � ��t	� Since � decreases by at most � per round� the greatest
such su�x begins at time m���t		�

The records �r� Jr	 are themselves stored in a doubly linked list� sorted by r�
The procedure is now implemented as follows� At time t� after the previous guess has been extended

by one arc� we determine ��t	 for the new guess g by simply adding  or �� to ��t� �	� Now if no entry
���t	� J��t�	 exists in the database� a new one is created �with J��t� being either �t	 or ����t	� t	 depending
on the sign of ��t		� If an entry ���t	� J��t�	 does exist in the database� we append t to the end of the list�
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Note that since at time t � � we already had a pointer to the record ���t � �	� J��t���	� a constant
number of steps su�ce to locate the record ���t	� J��t�	� or determine its absence and insert it�

Now if m���t		 � t then there is no su�x of the current guess in which the distance between g and
Z is at least a quarter of the length of the su�x� and we are done with this round� If m���t		  t then
the greatest such su�x begins at m���t		� and we proceed to exhaustively compute the new su�x which
minimizes the distance to Z� This dictates a new guess g�� We update the data structure by �rst� deleting
the entries corresponding to the su�x of g �in reverse order� so the �rst entry to go is that corresponding
to gt	� and second� inserting the entries corresponding to g� �in the usual order� starting with g�m���t����	�

Let L�t	 be the length of the recomputed su�x� L�t	 � t �m���t		� The amount of time expended
on computation is proportional to

P�T
t�� ��

L�t� � L�t	� The expectation of this quantity �allowing for all
possible ways in which the erroneous messages can arrive� and using lemma �	 is

P
tE���L�t� � L�t		 �P

t

P
L�� �

L�����	��
�	L�
���L � L	 � O�T 	�

� Binary Erasure Channel with Feedback

We have focused in this paper on the binary symmetric channel �BSC	 as representative of channels with
random noise� Some justi�cation for using the BSC is to be found in the fact that the method developed
in order to solve the case of the BSC� extended with hardly any modi�cation to the extreme case of an

adversarial� channel� There are however even 
tamer� models of error than the BSC� we consider one
of these here� In this case we obtain relatively simple and elegant results� but the method involved is not
useful for more di�cult error models�

We focus in this section upon protocols in which only one processor transmits at any time� as opposed
to the work in previous sections� in which both processors were allowed to transmit simultaneously�

Consider the binary erasure channel �BEC	� This is a channel with two inputs �� �� and three outputs
��Err� �� For some p� inputs are transformed into Err with probability p� transmitted successfully with
probability �� p� and never transformed into the opposite character�

Let us assume the BEC is additionally equipped with perfect feedback� which means that the transmitter
can see every character as it arrives at the receiver� �Call this a BECF channel�	 Consider the following
channel�speci�c complexity for a communication problem f � the maximum over distributions on input
pairs to f � of the minimum over protocols� of the expected number of transmissions until the problem is
solved with zero error probability on the BECF� Now de�ne the complexity CBECF of the problem as the
product of the previous quantity with the capacity of the channel� Let CR

BECF denote the corresponding
quantity on a speci�ed distribution R on input pairs�

Recall the distributional complexity D for noiseless channels ����� which is de�ned as the maximum
over distributions on input pairs� of the minimum over protocols� of the expected number of transmissions
until the problem is solved� Let DR denote the corresponding quantity on a speci�ed distribution R on
input pairs�

The following result is a zero�error or 
Las Vegas� analogue of Shannon�s theorem and its converse
�and incidentally shows that the de�nition of CBECF is meaningful	�

Theorem 	 The CBECF complexity of a communication problem f is equal to its distributional complexity
D�

Proof� First we show that CBECF �f	 � D�f	� The capacity of the BECF �as well as the BEC	 is � � p�
Observe that due to the perfect feedback� both processors are always aware of the entire history of their
communication session� Fix any distribution R � fr�z	g on input pairs� Now� simulate a noiseless�channel
protocol on the BECF by simply repeating every transmission until it is received successfully� The length
of the BECF protocol on a particular input pair is the sum� over all noiseless steps� of the number of BECF
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transmissions required to get that noiseless step across� the expectation of the length of each of these steps
is �

��p
� Thus an input pair solved in n steps by the noiseless protocol will be solved in an expected n �

��p

transmissions on the BECF� Hence the complexity of the problem is preserved on every input pair� and in
particular the average over the distribution R is preserved�

Next we show that CBECF �f	 � D�f	� Fix any distribution R � fr�z	g on input pairs� Pick a BECF
protocol � achieving complexity CR

BECF �f	�� for some � � �� smaller than any positive r�z	� Now represent
� with a binary tree whose root v� corresponds to the start of the protocol� while the children of a vertex v
correspond to the possible states of the protocol after an additional transmission� Denote by vS the vertex
the protocol proceeds to if the transmission was successful� and vErr the next vertex if the transmission
was unsuccessful� De�ne the following functions at each vertex�

h��z�v	 � E� number of remaining transmissions until � terminates on input pair z	

and

h��v	 �
X

z

r�z	h��z�v	�

Observe that h��v�	 � CBECF �f	 � ��
The performance of the channel is such that for any �� z and v� h��z�v	 � �����p	h��z�v

S	�ph��z�v
Err	�

Therefore also

h��v	 � � � ��� p	h��v
S	 � ph��v

Err	���	

We claim that we may as well assume that h��v	 � h��v
Err	 for any vertex v of the tree� Suppose

this is false at some v� Consider the chain of vertices descended from v strictly through errors� i�e� vErr�
�vErr	Err �which we may write vErr

�

	� etc� Exactly the same information is available to the processors at
all these vertices� and so � may be edited by replacing the subtree rooted at the 
success� child of v �which
we denote vS	� by that rooted at the 
success� child of any other vertex vErr

k

on this chain� �This includes
replacing the protocol�s action on each input at v� by that speci�ed at vErr

k

�	 Such a replacement may be
made not only at v� but at any vertex vErr

i

on the chain� Using ��	 we �nd that

h��v	 �
�X

i��

pi���� p	h��v
ErriS	 � �	

�where vErr
iS is the 
success� child of vErr

i

	� If there is a vertex vErr
k

on the error�chain descended from
v� whose 
success� child vErr

kS attains the in�mum among all the values fh��vErr
iS	g�i��� then we may

reduce h��v	 by replacing all of the 
success� children fvErr
iSg by vErr

kS � Even if the in�mum is not
achieved by any vErr

kS � h��v	 can be reduced by choosing a vErr
kS with h��vErr

kS	 su�ciently close to the
in�mum� and making the same replacement�

We transform � into a protocol �� satisfying h���v	 � h���vErr	 at all its vertices� by �rst editing � in this
way at the root� then editing the resulting protocol at the vertices one level away from the root� and so forth�
�This process is in�nite but it gives a well�de�ned ���	 Note that CR

BECF �f	 � h���v�	 � CR
BECF �f	 � ��

From � and the fact that h���v	 � h���vErr	� we now have at every vertex�

h���v	 � � � ��� p	h���v
S	 � ph���v	�

Therefore h���v
S	 � h���v	�

�
��p

�
Now we use �� to solve f on a noiseless channel� Since no errors occur� the protocol simply proceeds to


success� children in every transmission� After ��� p	CR
BECF �f	 levels of descent� we will reach a vertex

u such that h���u	 � �� If there were any input pair z such that �� had not yet terminated on z at u� then
h���z�u	 would have had to be at least �� and therefore h���u	 would have had to be at least r�z	� However
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this is a contradiction by our assumption on �� Therefore �� terminates on all input pairs by the time it
reaches u� The theorem follows because u is at level ��� p	CR

BECF �f	� �

It is evident from this section that the coding problem for interactive communication� is much simpler on
the BECF than on more general channels� even among discrete memoryless channels� This is a phenomenon
familiar already from data transmission� where the BECF model and variants of it have been studied in
work beginning with Berlekamp ����

� Discussion

Insofar as interactive protocols model the operation of a computer whose inputs and processing power are
not localized� this paper may be regarded as presenting a coding theorem for computation�

Our theorem su�ers� however� a drawback similar to one which a�icted Shannon�s original work� namely
that a good code has only been shown to exist� and has not been explicitly exhibited� From a practical
standpoint this was not necessarily a severe problem for data transmission� since a randomly constructed
code almost surely has good properties� Even so this was hardly satisfactory� Explicit codes achieving
arbitrarily low error at a positive asymptotic rate were not exhibited until Justesen�s work of ���� �����
This drawback is even greater for implementation of the present work� since the existence arguments for
the required tree codes do not provide one with high probability�

Explicit construction of a tree code can reasonably be interpreted as meaning that each label must
be computable in time polynomial in the depth of the tree� �Or� for an in�nite tree� polynomial in the
depth of the label�	 The current state of knowledge on this very interesting problem is as follows� First� a
construction is known with alphabet size polynomial in the depth of the tree ���� Second� if the de�nition
of a tree code is relaxed so that the Hamming distance condition is required only for pairs of vertices whose
distance from their least common ancestor is at most logarithmic in the depth of the tree� then the existence
proof can be adapted to provide an explicit construction� These constructions provide� respectively� an
explicit protocol with logarithmic communication overhead and exponentially small probability of error�
or� with constant communication overhead and polynomially small probability of error�

A word on the constant ����	��
� in lemma �� External events will intervene long before the �rst
interesting event happens in an implementation of the protocol� if the error probability in each 
track�
transmission is truly ampli�ed to this degree� Correspondingly� the rate achieved by the protocol run with
this parameter� although positive� will be absurdly low� However this appears to be primarily an artifact
of the analysis and not of the protocol� and we have endeavored to make the presentation as simple as
possible at the expense of optimization of the parameters� In practice an optimized version of the protocol
will likely achieve higher rate than provided in the bounds�

The present work shows that interactive protocols can be deterministically simulated on a BSC at
a rate within a constant factor of channel capacity� but in the data transmission case it is possible to
communicate as close to capacity as is desired� In the view of the author it is very likely that there is
indeed a multiplicative gap between the channel capacity� and the rate which can always be guaranteed in
the interactive case� It appears that �much as for the quantity R� in the sequential decoding literature	 a
certain amount of 
backtracking� has to be allowed for� It would be of great interest to demonstrate this
gap� or else close it by providing a better simulation�

Even if the above is true� this does not suggest that there will not be problems which cannot be simulated
with relatively greater e�ciency in the noisy case� Shannon�s theorem is accompanied by its converse� that
at any transmission rate beyond channel capacity� a code must su�er high error probability on at least
some codewords� Since n�bit transmissions are a special case of n�bit noiseless communication protocols�
this provides a restricted sort of converse for the coding theorem for interactive protocols� However� this
does not mean that any particular noiseless�channel protocol does not in fact have a much more e�cient
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noisy�channel protocol �after factoring in the channel capacity	� For instance� it may be that a new protocol
can be devised for the case of noisy channels� that is not at all a simulation of a noiseless�channel protocol�
and that takes advantage of the greater number of �albeit noisy	 rounds available� Furthermore� it may be
that the best noiseless protocol does not have use for the two bits being exchanged in each round in our
model� but only one of them� while they might be of use to a noisy protocol� In this regard one may also
want to keep in mind the work of Shannon on two�way channels with a joint constraint on capacity �����

In the above context� we mention that the use of randomness as a resource must be considered carefully�
If it is allowed� then one should compare randomized complexities in both the noiseless and noisy settings�
However if a comparison of deterministic complexities is preferred� then one must be wary of the processors
gaining random bits from the noise on the channel� �For instance� to avert this� an adversary might be
allowed some control over the error probability of the channel in each transmission�	

Theorem  indicates that a coding theorem can be obtained for most channels of interest� but it would
of course be desirable to study what rate can be obtained on various channels� We should note however
that a complicating factor in this question� is that the capacity of a channel with memory� unlike that of one
without memory� can be increased by feedback� Hence there may be competition for use of each direction
of the channel� between its role in transmitting messages in that direction� and its role in amplifying the
capacity of the the channel in the opposing direction�

In earlier work of the author in this area it was proposed that the problem of interactive communication
in the presence of noise� also be studied for networks of more than two processors ����� In particular one
would ask to what extent the coding theorem might be extended to the e�cient simulation of noiseless
distributed protocols� on networks with noise� This question has been answered by Rajagopalan and the
author in a forthcoming publication�

We draw attention also to the work of Gallager ����� who has previously considered a di�erent problem
concerning noise in a distributed computation� He considered a complete network of n processors� each of
which in a single transmission can broadcast one bit� which arrives at each of the other processors subject
to independent noise� He studied a speci�c problem on this network� supposing that each processor receives
a single input bit� he showed how to quickly and reliably compute the combined parity of all the inputs�
�There is as yet a gap between the upper and lower bounds in this interesting problem� however�	

Karchmer and Wigderson ���� observed a certain equivalence between communication complexity and
circuit complexity� and thereby stimulated great recent interest in communication complexity� While noisy
circuits have been studied in the literature �e�g� ���� ��� ��� ��� �� �� �� ��� ��� ��	� �as have noisy cellular
automata� ���� �� ���	 the correspondence between circuits and communication protocols does not appear
to extend to the noisy cases of each� Elias �� and later Peterson and Rabin ���� investigated the possibility
of encoding data for computation on noisy gates� and the extent to which these gates might be said to
have a �nite �nonzero	 capacity for computation� �Here� as for channel transmission� noiseless encoding
and decoding of the data before and after the computation are allowed�	
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